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The Suzuki Swift is classified as a B-segment marque in the European single market, a segment
referred to as a Supermini in British isles. Prior to this, the "Swift" nameplate had been applied
to the rebadged Suzuki Cultus in numerous export markets since and became its own model
since The Suzuki Swift began in as a marketing and manufacturing rebadge of the Suzuki Cultus
, a supermini or subcompact manufactured and marketed worldwide across three generations
and four body configurationsâ€”three-door hatchback , four-door sedan , five-door hatchback
and two-door convertible â€”and using the Suzuki G engine family. Versions of the second
generation Cultus were also produced until in India and the car remains in production until in
Pakistan and China. In Japan, the Swift nameplate was introduced in as a replacement for the
Suzuki Cultus. Outside Japan, the " Suzuki Ignis " name was used. Both three- and five-door
hatchback body styles were offered, although the three-door was not offered as part of the
regular lineup in Japan. The Swift was powered by a new generation of Suzuki inline-four
gasoline engines, the M family. Engine displacements of 1. The vehicle was available with either
front- or four-wheel drive. Vehicles fitted with the 1. The three-door body variant formed the
basis of the Swift Sport in Japan, or Ignis Sport in export markets. Introduced in , it featured
redesigned bumpers and was fitted with a higher-output version of the 1. The Sport ceased
production in , with the regular Swift models remaining until for the Japanese market only. The
global version of the first generation Swift [3] was debuted at the Paris Motor Show in
September The design of the Swift was previewed on the Concept S and Concept S2 concept
cars at auto shows, in the years leading up to its launch. This generation of the Swift marked a
significant departure with the previous Cultus -based models, with Suzuki redesigning the
vehicle as less of a "low price alternative" subcompact and more of a "sporty" subcompact.
Since its global launch in , which was kicked off with a marketing campaign fronted by the
footballer Cristiano Ronaldo in many European countries, the Swift has recorded above forecast
sales in most markets. In Japan, sales figures have been twice the forecast and in many
European markets, the model has been a runaway success. The Swift was available with 1. In
China and Japan, only the five-door body is available, and a four-wheel drive is an option for the
1. In Europe, the Swift was launched in three- or five-door hatchback forms, with 1. The 1. Both
the 1. In Indonesia, there were several special editions based from the 1. Named "Swift Sport", it
is powered by an enhanced M16A unit, a high-revving 1. The Swift Sport features sportier
bumpers and spoilers, a stiffer suspension, twin exhaust pipes, red sport seats with Recaro
seats optional and four-wheel disc brakes on inch wheels. The European Swift Sport features
five-speed manual transmission, the three-door body variant, inch wheels inch also available
and electronic stability control ESC. Later, in early , Maruti introduced the Swift with a
Fiat-sourced 1. The Swift DZire was launched on 26 March When the battery is running low a
small 0. In May , Suzuki announced a demonstration program with 60 Swift Plug-in hybrids in
Japan scheduled to start by late Average fuel consumption , calculated by combining fuel
consumption during operation on electric power from grid charge and fuel consumption during
hybrid operation after depletion of the battery pack is Grid charge time for the battery is
approximately 1. In March , Maruti Suzuki announced that it will provide several copies of the
production version, renamed "Swift Range Extender" as part of a pilot project to be conducted
in partnership with the Indian government during to According to Maruti's tests, the Swift Range
Extender delivers a combined fuel efficiency of up to The battery takes nearly 90 minutes to get
fully charged. Maruti is awaiting for the implementation of India's National Electric Mobility
Mission Plan , which will define the government's purchase incentives for plug-in electric cars.
The second generation Swift was unveiled on 26 August It went on sale in Japan on 18
September The second generation Swift is being produced at Suzuki's plant in Hungary from
where it will be supplied across Europe. The new car has its wheelbase extended by 50
millimeters over the previous generation and has many visual updates. While the new car looks
different from the old one, its design is an evolution of the radical first generation styling with a
longer and more rounded appearance. The new generation is expected to feature a 1. In some
countries, the third generation of Suzuki Swift uses a 1. In Thailand, the Swift is built locally and
is part of the Thai government's eco-car program. Sales of the Swift in that market were ended
in April It was replaced by the Baleno hatchback in August , which is slightly bigger and
positioned in the same class as the Swift, as the third generation Swift is not released in that
market. For the Malaysian market, the Swift was released on 12 July As with the previous
generation, a four-door notchback saloon model was developed for India by Maruti in This is
shorter than the previous generation; now at 3. For , Suzuki updated the Swift with some minor
cosmetic changes such as a revised front bumper, L-shaped LED daytime running lights on the
foglamp housings, fresh inch wheels, LED-type high-level brake lamp and new seat fabric
design. It channels fuel to two intake ports instead of only one per cylinder. Riding on inch
wheels, the car now features a large spoiler, new headlights and rear lighting clusters. It has

also been brought closer to the ground. Inside, designers included bucket seats , a new
steering wheel, different instrumentation and carbon fiber trim. The Suzuki Swift Sport is
powered by a revised 1. The model comes with the option of a six-speed manual transmission
or a high performance CVT transmission with seven-speed manual mode and paddle shifters.
Riding on lightweight inch alloys, the car now features a rear spoiler, a large front grille, body
kit, new HID headlights and rear lighting clusters. The ground clearance is also lower than the
normal version. Inside, designers included leather bucket seats with sporty red stitching and a
"Sport" mark, a new steering wheel, and different instrumentation. In January , The Swift Sport
was updated to include a 6. It is equipped with seven airbags, auto air conditioning, cruise
control, Bluetooth connectivity and USB port, rear privacy glass and inch wheels. In August ,
Maruti launched the all-new second generation Swift, with 1. Maruti Suzuki later launched the
midlife facelift of Swift on 28 October The facelift comes with both cosmetic and mechanical
upgrades. It shares its engines with the hatchback. Like the previous car, changes to the
suspension have been made. It also has two-tone beige and black interiors, unlike the
hatchback's all-black interiors. The third generation Swift debuted in Japan on 27 December
This new lightweight platform made the third generation Swift significantly lighter than the
previous generation. It is equipped with either a 1. It is also anticipated that the India spec car
can also get the 1. This engine is no longer available since April For Japanese market, the 1. A
PS 1. For the European model, due the implementation of Euro 6d emission standard, both 1.
The Suzuki Swift received a minor facelift in May for the Japanese market. The car comes with a
1. Aesthetically, the Swift Sport has a completely new front and rear bumpers, a rear spoiler, 17
inch wheels, dual exhaust, wider tyres, a front chin spoiler and red accents interior. The
limited-edition hot hatch pays tribute to the new Suzuki Katana bike. Built in a limited run of
only 30 units, it comes in two colors, 15 units Premium Silver Metallic and 15 units Super Black
Pearl paints. Still with the 1. It is based on the fourth generation Swift but, for the first time ever,
it drops the Swift badge from its name. The second-gen DZire will still be in production and will
be sold exclusively to fleet operators, while being rebadged as the next generation Swift DZire
Tour. This platform uses Ultra-high tensile and high tensile steel in its construction, so as to not
comprise on structural rigidity. Despite being lighter, Maruti claims that the new DZire is
compliant with frontal and side impact regulations, as well as meets pedestrian safety
regulations. The car is also wider and offers increased space for the occupant. Moreover, the
boot space has been increased to litre. The engine options on offer at launch include a 1. Both
engines can be had with a 5-speed manual or 5-speed AMT from V grade onwards , meaning
there will be no drop in the fuel efficiency of the automatic variants, as compared to the manual
variants. The Suzuki Swift Sport is well known for being competitive in rallying , especially
under 2. Sales of the Swift had reached cumulative worldwide sales of 6 million units in May The
Suzuki Swift has won more than 60 Awards including car of the year awards since its
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Grand Vitara. Suzuki ceased selling automobiles in the United States and Canada between and
Vehicles for the North American market from onwards are sold exclusively in Mexico. So, you
are looking for a Used Suzuki Swift for sale? We have to say " Great taste of car! The fact that
you choose Car From Japan shows that you have a really high standard on the things you do!
Another way is to skim through our below tips on how to choose the best car with the best
price. Most of us have a budget when we are thinking of buying a car. Some look for the
cheapest unit in the desired segment. But, if budget allows, we suggest taking a value for
money VFM approach. So, what is the value for money VFM approach? It simply means to look
deeper into the unit, its options, its mileage, its internal and external condition, its engine
status, etc. When you want to buy a Used Suzuki Swift for sale , it is good to know the catalogue
price of the model. Especially for mid to high range cars, the package or grade of the car
changes the price. Note that, this is a very general calculation and after years, this model does
not work year-old cars are not free. Mileage is a key factor that everyone looks at. Mileage of a
car indicates how much this vehicle has been active over the years. Mileage count is shown on
the ODO meter of a car, which is also mentioned as ODO count by many in the used car
industry. Thus, choosing a Suzuki Swift low mileage is a good way to ensure a good car quality.
A low mileage will normally have the higher price compared to higher mileage ones. One way to
avoid the price hike is to look for a well-maintained car over the low mileage car. If a car was
maintained and serviced regularly, high mileage does not affect much on the car condition and
functionality. The two main factors regarding Suzuki Swift fuel consumption are driving habits
and maintenance quality. If you hurry and accelerate rapidly from a stop sign, you are killing
your fuel efficiency. In fact, any rushed driving like following too closely, driving or passing
rapidly does terrible things to a car's mileage. Increasing the gas mileage is very simple, just
leave home 10 minutes earlier than usual and drive gently. Also, changing oil and sending your
car to maintenance shop regularly will surely improve your fuel efficiency. What you need to
look also is the engine size. In general, the smaller engine is more fuel efficient. It usually
consumes less fuel to run the engine at idle, during acceleration, deceleration, and cruising
phases than a larger engine. The larger engine is also heavier, and that increases rolling
resistance. Know what you need. While a compact car is super convenient to commute alone
during rushed hours, it's not exactly a fit if you have a big family. If you are a music lover, spend
some more for the car with an upgraded sound system, or at least a CD player, you will love the
drive. If you need a car for camping, a roof-rail will help you carry a lot of stuff. If you need to
show your status and impress people, go for the one with big tires, with alloy wheels, leather
seats, rear spoiler or body kit. Import Suzuki Swift from Japan is only a good idea if it fits your
basic needs. If this car does not fit your needs, don't hesitate to have a look at other Suzuki
Swift. The priority is to choose the cars that serve your using purpose. Used cars from Japan
are now highly recommended all over the world, let's find out the reasons behind this. If you
can think of an idea, the Japanese have probably already applied it. Therefore, car durability,
safety is always updated. Whether it is a used car or a new car, technology always remains a
high standard. Though it might be a used car, the condition of it is incomparable. Japanese
people are famous for their dedication to excellence and precision, this apply to the way we take
care of our cars as well. We maintain our car carefully and frequently. Another
not-commonly-known-fact about the Japanese culture is: we do not like using the second-hand
stuffs. For that reason, the price for used cars in Japan drops faster than in any other countries.
In short, great condition and cheap, that is how you describe Japanese used car. Therefore, if
you are looking for a Used Suzuki Swift for sale , there is no better idea than buying Japanese
used one directly from our website. Active filter. Filter by Make. Year - Month. Select port for
CIF. Engine cc. Other Filters. Featured Links. Used Suzuki Swift for sale 14 Results View as.
Show 15 cars 24 cars 48 cars 96 cars. Select Port for Total price Inquire. Deciding a Suzuki Swift
negotiable price for yourself Most of us have a budget when we are thinking of buying a car.
Useful tips for Buying a low mileage Suzuki Swift Mileage is a key factor that everyone looks at.
How to get the Best gas mileage Suzuki Swift? How to choose a car matching with your purpose
of use? Show More. This comes as no surprise since the Swift features exceptional handling
and performance. Of course, it also achieves excellent fuel economy and has a low cost of
ownership. The Swift is a super-mini for those who love to drive. The Swift comes equipped with

some attractive features both inside and out, and can offer great fuel economy for drivers
looking to save as much money as possible. So, just how much has the Suzuki Swift changed
over the years? The Suzuki Swift comes in a compact, sporty and elegant design. It sports an
inline-four engine in either a 1. You can choose between 5-speed manual or 4-speed automatic
transmission, as well as front-wheel drive or a 4WD drivetrain. This is definitely a solid option,
but it only gets better. The Suzuki Swift brings its signature design, and offers more versatility
in terms of engine performance. In addition to the 1. Safety features include anti-lock brakes
and airbags. It also offers the three engine displacements previously available, with some
special grades including leather-wrapped steering wheel and inch aluminum wheels. Some of
our available stock comes with wheel spanner and jack. The Suzuki Swift comes in with an
improvement to its already impressive fuel economy, along with new engine displacements and
enhanced transmission. Engine choices range between 1. Some Suzuki Swift models come with
great comfort and convenience features that may include steering wheel-mounted controls, CD
player and radio system, along with power windows and power mirrors. Safety features include
ABS and airbags, with a spare tire and jack also being available with some stock models.
Choose between 1. Available drivetrain options are full-time 4WD. If you need a compact
hatchback full of features, the Suzuki Swift is that car. Some key features may include a radio
system with CD-playback, power windows, central locking, air conditioning and power steering.
Safety features can include anti-lock brakes and dual front airbags. These features depend on
the variation or grade of the Swift that you choose. The Suzuki Swift somehow pushes even
further forward, especially when it comes to fuel efficiency. Enhancements to the CVT
transmission contribute to this efficiency, which ranges between Attractive grade packages
include changes to the seat skins, as well as larger aluminum wheel sizes. Choose between a
4-speed or 5-speed transmission. There are plenty of great features that you can expect from
the Swift, which may include power windows, central locking and electronically adjustable
mirrors. Other great features, depending on the trim you choose, can also include a central
display, keyless entry and air conditioning. It also incorporates a new 1. In terms of features,
some Swift models come with a high-quality sound system with radio and CD playback, and
even USB connectivity. Other great features include air conditioning, push-start ignition,
keyless entry, along with powered equipment like windows, locks and steering. If you want to
know if the Suzuki Swift is your best option, see how it fares against the competition in our
comparisons and lists below. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next
time I comment. Previous Post. Next Post. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will
not be published. Name Email Website. All rights reserved. For the first time ever Suzuki is set
to join the mainstream, with a car that's genuinely good enough to take on class leaders. This is
an incredible achievement, and one which will certainly raise a few eyebrows on the UK market.
Providing the firm maintains its reputation for offering excellent value for money, it could have a
surprise winner on its hands Here's the car that Suzuki hopes will fly out of its showrooms.
Developed to show that the firm is deadly serious about taking on Europe's best hatchbacks,
the all-new Swift arrives early next year. Based on the Concept S first seen at the Paris Motor
Show, the machine is one of Suzuki's most stylish models ever, boasting fresh, dynamic styling
and a more upmarket cabin. Auto Express was the first to drive the newcomer, on a track in
Japan. Sitting longer, wider and lower than before, on a totally new platform, the Swift features a
bold front end and a neat rear, giving a sportier presence than its predecessor. Engines include
two petrol units, with a diesel to follow in the form of the 70bhp 1. The 1. Our car's engine was
responsive from 2,rpm, but its optional four-speed auto box tended to wander. However, the
five-ratio manual is a gem; perfectly matched to the even torque curve and with a positive feel
and short throw. When the Swift - to be built at a plant in Hungary - arrives in Europe in spring ,
a four-wheel-drive version will also be offered. But the revised drivetrains are only the tip of the
iceberg when it comes to on-road manners. To get the European mix just right, Suzuki's
engineers spent months driving a test mule on Spanish and UK back roads. They also took it on
to German autobahns. The result is superb, with greatly improved chassis rigidity. The steering
feels light in town, but at higher speeds it loads up nicely and gives plenty of feedback. And the
handling and ride combination is among the best in the class, with the front-drive car's rear end
staying firmly planted no matter what you do. The Swift will understeer at the limit, but
otherwise it corners as neutrally as any rival, with minimum body roll. In contrast to the
Japanese dampers fitted to the homegrown model, Monroe shock absorbers will be used in
Europe to cater to the variety of surfaces and higher average speeds. Softer compound tyres
will also be specified. With vented front discs and a superbly weighted brake pedal, the Su-zuki
pulls up neatly with minimal
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nose dive. Both twin and side airbags are also standard. Inside, the car's roominess betraysits
compact exterior. There's plenty of head, leg and elbow room, even in the back. But it's the
quantum leap in design flair and interior quality which makes the Swift stand out. The
cloth-trimmed seats are firm and comfortable, while visibility is excellent all round. Fitted with
higher-spec plastics than any Suzuki before it, the dash is simple yet stylish, with an MP3,
MiniDisc and CD system incorporated into the facia. We reckon the Swift's stylish looks,
inspired handling and cabin quality will erase all memory of the outgoing model in Europeans
buyers' minds. Skip to Content Skip to Footer. Next Steps New car deals. Share this on Twitter
Share this on Facebook Email. Most Popular. Mike Rutherford says average fuel bills can still be
lower in New Citroen e-C4 review. Citroen C4. The new Citroen e-C4 is a great entry point into
all-electric family transport. Skip to Header Skip to Content.

